
ICONIC SMARTPHONE EXPERIENCE 
UNLIKE ANY OTHER
Pairing the best of Android™ 8.1 Oreo with an iconic 
smartphone experience you can find only in a BlackBerry, 
the BlackBerry KEY2 has access to over one million apps 
in the Google Play™ store and built-in experiences like 
Google Assistant and Google Lens. It also features 
BlackBerry Hub®, bringing all your messages into one 
consolidated place as well as the enhanced Convenience 
Key, making it easier to access your most-used apps with 
custom profiles for at home, in the car, in meetings or on 
the go. 

BEAUTIFULLY CRAFTED ICONIC 
BLACKBERRY DESIGN

The BlackBerry KEY2 represents a clear step forward 
in our KEY product series, bringing together premium 
materials and refined details in a beautifully crafted 
modern BlackBerry smartphone. Starting with an 
all-new, elegant Series 7 aluminum frame for added 
durability, the BlackBerry KEY2 has been deliberately 
designed to do more. This continuous frame design 
offers a cleaner look and feel while increasing strength, 
and the new diamond pattern soft touch back adds to 
the premium design while also adding more grip and 
comfort. Pairing a redesigned intelligent keyboard with 
a 4.5-inch touch dislay, the BlackBerry KEY2 offers a 
mobile communications experience unlike any other 
smartphone available today.THE MOST INTELLIGENT

BLACKBERRY KEYBOARD EVER

Bigger and better than ever, the key height on the 
BlackBerry KEY2 has been increased by 20 percent for a 
more comfortable and accurate typing experience. With a 
new matte key finish and fret design for optimized key 
spacing, this is a keyboard that lives up to the most iconic 
BlackBerry keyboards. And for the first time in more than 
10 years, there is a new key added to the BlackBerry 
keyboard with the addition of Speed Key, enabling 
shortcut access to any app on your device at any time. 
The physical keyboard continues the legacy of offering 52 
customizable shortcuts for each letter key, while also 
supporting flick typing for faster messaging using 
predictive text that learns as you type. 

THE MOST POWERFUL BLACK-
BERRY SMARTPHONE YET

Offering up to two days battery life, 6GB of memory 
and up to 128GB of storage as well as expandable 
storage MicroSD support, the BlackBerry KEY2 is the 
most advanced BlackBerry smartphone ever. 
Powered by a Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ processor, 
the BlackBerry KEY2 gives users all the power they 
need to get more done wherever the road takes them. 
In addition to Qualcomm® Quick Charge™ 3.0 and 
the BlackBerry KEY2 adds a new intelligent battery 
function that will learn from your daily charging habits 
and recommend when to charge up so you have 
enough battery life to make it through that next 
meeting, flight or event.  

The all-new BlackBerry® KEY2 delivers an iconic 
smartphone experience unlike any other, embracing 
the heritage of BlackBerry that includes the most 
intelligent keyboard ever all in the most secure 
Android™ smartphone.

A SAFE AND SECURE  ANDROID 
EXPERIENCE FOUND ONLY IN A 
BLACKBERRY SMARTPHONE
From a hardened operating system to BlackBerry 
Limited’s proprietary technique for establishing a 
hardware root of trust adding security keys to the 
processor, the BlackBerry KEY2 is the most secure 
Android smartphone. It comes pre-loaded with DTEK™ 
by BlackBerry, offering constant security monitoring and 
protection of your operating system. Locker is improved 
with private folders for documents and photos that don’t 
get uploaded to the cloud, and a new private browser for 
when you don’t want your web surfing session tracked. 
This pre-loaded privacy application can only be accessed 
with your fingerprint or password, helping store and 
protect sensitive user data. The BlackBerry KEY2 also 
receives regularly monthly Android security updates, 
making the KEY2 always safe and secure. 

A SMARTER BLACKBERRY 
CAMERA EXPERIENCE
Capture the moments you want to remember with greater 
control as BlackBerry KEY2 introduces the first dual main 
camera on a BlackBerry smartphone. These dual 12MP 
cameras bring an improvement in auto white balance, 
faster auto focus, improved image stabilization and new 
photo capture experiences never before available on a 
BlackBerry smartphone. The BlackBerry KEY2 also 
introduces new capture modes, like Portrait Mode and 
Optical Superzoom. With Portrait Mode, users can now 
capture beautiful portrait photos creating more dramatic 
and professional looking images. In addition, Optical 
Superzoom makes it possible to capture better photos 
with greater details; even from further away. And Super-
zoom uses multi-frame capture to reduce noise on 
zoomed photos with a seamless user experience that 
only presents the very best image.



DESIGN
5.96in x 2.82in x .33in

DISPLAY
4.5-inch (1620 x 1080)
434 PPI, IPS LCD
3:2 aspect ratio
Corning® Gorilla® Glass 3

KEYBOARD
Touch-enabled 35 key backlit
physical Keyboard (QWERTY) with 
integrated fingerprint sensor

REAR CAMERA
Dual rear camera (12MP + 12MP) with 
Dual Tone LED Flash
HDR, 4K video recording at 30 fps, 
Scan, Private Capture
12MP - 79.3° Large Pixel 1.28um,    
             F1.8, Dual Phase Detect 
             Auto Focus 
12MP   - 50°, Pixel-1.0um
             F2.6, Phase Detect Auto  
             Focus

FRONT CAMERA
8MP Fixed Focus
Selfie Flash via LCD display
1080p video recording at 30 fps

MEMORY
Internal Memory: 6GB RAM +
64GB or 128GB ROM,
microSD (up to 256GB)

SENSORS
GPS/A-GPS, Fingerprint
(spacebar), Accelerometer,
Magnetometer, Gyroscope,
Proximity, Ambient Light

FEATURES
Android 8.1 Oreo
Processor: Qualcomm SDM660
2.2 GHz + 1.8GHz, 64-bit, 
Kryo 260 Octa-Core 
Battery: 3500mAh
Qualcomm® Quick Charge™ 3.0
supported

BLACKBERRY
PRELOADS
BlackBerry Keyboard,
BlackBerry Hub, BlackBerry Hub+ 
Service, BlackBerry Calendar, 
Contacts, Notes, Tasks, BBM,
DTEK, BlackBerry Device Search, 
BlackBerry Launcher, BlackBerry 
Password Keeper, BlackBerry Power 
Center, Productivity Tab, BlackBerry 
Notable, BlackBerry Privacy shade

ANDROID PRELOADS
Assistant, Chrome, Gmail, Google, 
Maps, You Tube, PlayStore, Drive, 
Play Music, Play Movies, Duo, 
Phones, Play services & Core services,
Google TTS, Android WebView, 
Widevine DRM, Talkback,
Google Docs, Google Sheets,
Google Slides, Translate
Messages, News & Weather
Wallpaper

NETWORK
BBF100-1 –  EU, Africa, AU, Japan
FDD-LTE 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 12,
13, 17, 19, 20, 26, 28, 32 
TD-LTE 38, 39,40, 41

BBF100-2 – Canada, US & LATAM
FDD-LTE 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8,
12, 13, 14, 17, 20, 28, 29, 30, 66 
TD-LTE 38, 39, 40, 41

Model BBF100-6 (Dual SIM version) – 
ME, APAC, India, Indo
FDD-LTE 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 12, 13, 17,
19, 20, 26, 28, 32 
TD-LTE 38, 39, 40, 41

All variants support:
HSPA+ 1,2,4,5/6,8
Quad Band GSM/GPRS/Edge
3GPP release version:
-2G: Rel8
-3G: Rel9
-LTE: Rel11
802.11 b/g/n for 2.4 GHz, 802.11 a/n
and ac for 5 GHz
4G Mobile Hotspot, Wi-Fi Direct
Bluetooth 5.0 Low Energy, USB Type-C,
USB 3.0, USB OTG, NFC, FM Radio,
support DP though type C port


